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Financial services and digital technology are now so thoroughly entwined that they even 
share a name: fintech. You could call it the linguistic equivalent of getting married – or at 

least moving in together on the same page of the dictionary. 

But save the congratulations because these are no newlyweds. Finance and technology 
have been cozying up to each other for quite a while. Some suggest their longstanding 

liaison began in 1866, when the first transatlantic cable linked New York and London, 
allowing near-instant communications between the world’s two pre-eminent financial 

centers. Maybe. But finance and technology were getting acquainted long before the 19th 
century. There are printing plates that were used to produce paper money in Yuan-dynasty 

China (1279-1368), assuming we still think of printing as a technology.

But enough of the history lesson. Things really started to heat up for fintech watchers after 
the financial crisis of 2008-09. There are plenty of reasons: smartphones were catching on 
fast following the launch of the first iPhone in 2007 and tablets soon followed. Innovators 

and entrepreneurs started using digital technologies and harnessing digital data to replace 
clunky, old-school financial services. New fintech companies gave digital makeovers to 

familiar banking services, like foreign exchange, payments and personal loans, attracting 
millions of new users. Then, a little later, the newcomers even started reimagining banks 

themselves as fully digital organizations. The fintech era that we know today was well and 
truly under way.

Where were the traditional banks when this party was getting going? In a bind, is the short 
answer. Their brands looked old-fashioned and grey next to the tech-savvy new competitors 

that were emerging, and they were also struggling to keep up with the pace of innovation 
that the fintech innovators were setting. 

Technology is every bit as important to a traditional bank as it is to an app-based fintech 
company. The problem traditional banks faced was that the systems they relied on were old, 

slow, expensive to run and difficult to update. Legacy, in a word. 

But fintech came to the rescue. A new generation of specialist technology providers – 
including Mambu, of course – is helping the world’s banks modernize their core systems and 
replace them with fast, flexible technology that can support the services of tomorrow. In the 
A-Z of Composable Banking, we’ll explain how Mambu is helping to transform banking. And 

ushering in the next phase of the fintech era. 



Traditional banks have a 10-story problem with 
architecture. They have loads of it, but it’s all the wrong 
sort – branches customers no longer use and ancient, 
inflexible technology that is too expensive and difficult 
to reconfigure. But if architecture is their problem, it is 
also the solution. Composable banking is built on a 
modern, flexible technology architecture that allows 
banks to assemble the best system for each product 
or activity – no matter who provides it – and then lets 
them reconfigure the whole set-up quickly when it’s 
time to move on. 

A is for Architecture
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Application programming interfaces are the 
technology world’s answer to plumbing. These 
software “pipes” allow separate applications to 
connect and exchange data, for example linking an 
online loan application form to a credit decision 
engine to give the customer an immediate yes or no. 
APIs are the lifeblood of composable banking 
because they enable banks to link separate 
applications (core banking platform, payments, loans, 
savings, mortgages, etc) into a single, seamless suite 
of services – the bank of the future, in fact. 

A is for API
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Obviously. But hold on, we’re talking about Banking, 
not Banks. Banking is a service that does what the 
customer wants, when they need to do it, at a cost that 
fits their pocket. Banking doesn’t just happen in banks 
– or even just in their apps. It’s a service that can be 
embedded within lots of other services and 
experiences – a handy, pay-later loan when you check 
out of the online store, for instance. It needs to be fast, 
flexible and convenient. And composable, too.

B is for Banking
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There are lots of important Cs in the Mambupedia, so 
let’s run through a few here. First and foremost, C is for 
composable banking. The new generation of banks 
compose their enabling technology, including their 
core platform, from a range of separate specialists. 
The composable approach allows them to work with 
the best provider in each area, instead of being stuck 
with proprietary software or the limited choice they 
get from a single vendor. Composable banking makes 
innovation faster and cheaper and allows the 
organization to focus on the things that matter most, 
such as defining a properly differentiated customer 
proposition and delivering an excellent user 
experience. 

C is for Composable Banking
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Composable banks are cloud native. By hosting 
their technology in the cloud, they gain huge 
advantages. Cloud is the enabler of real agility and 
innovation. It allows banks to adapt products and 
services rapidly to respond to a fast-evolving 
marketplace. It brings flexibility, allowing them to 
work with whichever provider offers the best 
solution. It minimizes fixed technology costs 
because it is billed on a pay-as-you-use basis. And 
it lets banks share in the economies of scale that 
the big cloud providers generate, thanks to their 
ability to make massive capital investments. 

C is for Cloud Native
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One of the biggest benefits of the composable 
approach is continuous delivery. Composable banking 
providers like Mambu are constantly refining their 
technology, delivering weekly updates to improve 
performance and add functionality. The result is a 
state-of-the-art banking platform that is constantly 
evolving to meet the needs of its users. This allows 
composable banks to turn the traditional bank’s IT 
budget on its head. Instead of spending 80 percent of 
their money on maintenance and just 20 percent on 
development, they can reverse that ratio and focus 
their spending on the engine of value creation: 
innovation. 

C is for Continuous Delivery
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This was a major trend before the Covid-19 pandemic, 
but everything that has happened since has only 
added to the momentum. The same concerns that 
keep people away from physical stores and 
encourage them towards ecommerce are also 
changing their relationship with banks and money. 
Use of cash has declined significantly and visits to 
bank branches are down. Digital payments, loans and 
mortgage applications are up. The banking world’s 
digital transition is accelerating. Is their technology up 
to the challenge?

D is for Digitization
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In the composable banking world, monoliths are out. 
Ecosystems are in. As banking digitizes – and 
especially as fast, stable APIs become ubiquitous – 
banks are being built in a different way. They no longer 
need to own every service they use or provide. They 
don’t need to write every line of code. Instead, banks 
can sit in an ecosystem of specialist fintech service 
providers, piping in services – payments, identity 
checking, onboarding, fraud monitoring, credit scoring 
and scores of others – through the web of APIs that 
link the players in the ecosystem to each other. It 
makes sense: ecosystems have had a lot more 
success in the evolutionary race than monoliths.  

E is for Ecosystem
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If you want to be future-proofed, you need another 
F – flexibility. This is the problem that incumbent banks 
with legacy IT systems struggle to overcome: they 
can’t adapt their technology to cater for the new ways 
in which consumers want to interact with them. 
Composable banks can. They link together the 
components they need to provide the banking 
services their customers want, adding and updating 
elements as they go. And all the time they benefit from 
their platform provider’s continuous delivery, which 
keeps updating their system with new features and 
functionality. 

F is for Future-proof.
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Recent years have seen an explosion in the number of 
greenfield projects in banking – from digital neo-banks 
to speedboats launched by big incumbents. All have 
one thing in common: new technology platforms that 
leave behind the limitations of legacy bank systems 
and get to market fast. Look at digital neo-bank N26. 
In 2016, it took a mere four months to integrate the 
Mambu platform using an in-house team of four 
people. Five years later, it is in 25 countries and has 5 
million customers. The incumbents have noticed. In 
2017, ABM AMRO launched its SME lender in just 10 
months. Again, the project grasped the advantages of 
composable banking technology and cloud-based 
systems to accelerate the pace of innovation.

G is for Greenfield Project
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Consumer behavior is changing. People and 
companies are adopting new ways of doing many 
everyday activities – including banking. Covid-19 has 
only accelerated the pace of change and incumbent 
banks must run faster if they are to keep up. That 
would be a lot easier if they weren’t wearing a ball 
and chain with “LEGACY” written on it. 

H is for Habits
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Composable banking works by knitting together the 
best technology from different providers to create a 
nimble, digital set-up that can be reconfigured as the 
market and customer needs change. This simple, 
industry-changing idea depends on interoperability – 
all the elements must link seamlessly to bring the 
composable bank to life. Thanks to the efficient digital 
plumbing that modern APIs provide, that’s exactly 
what happens.  

I is for Interoperable
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Yes, coffee, which many Mambuvians love. But also 
code. Java is the pre-eminent programming language 
for software developers worldwide because it’s fast, 
secure and stable, and because it allows developers 
to write applications that work on virtually any 
platform, turbocharging interaction and collaboration. 
As such Java is one of the foundation stones of the 
technology ecosystem that makes composable 
banking possible. Mambu is made up of almost 
7 million lines of Java code.

J is for Java
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Banks and other regulated businesses must check 
their customers are not using false identities to 
launder illicit funds, for example. This usually involves 
obtaining proof of identity and address, as well as 
checking the customer is not on any lists of politically 
exposed persons – people who hold senior public 
positions and are therefore at greater risk of being 
involved in bribery or corruption. Fintechs have played 
a big role in digitizing and automating the KYC 
process, cutting costs and improving the customer 
experience.

K is for Know Your Customer (KYC)
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A legacy is something you inherit from a previous 
generation. For old-school banks, this means clunky, 
outdated technology that is unbelievably expensive 
and difficult to update. Replacing their decades-old 
core systems and delivering the kind of digital 
experience customers now expect is the biggest 
challenge facing the traditional banks. Luckily, 
Mambu is here to help.

L is for Legacy
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Mambu employees – known as Mambuvians – 
originate from more than 30 countries spanning six 
continents. This makes them a highly diverse breed 
that brings a huge range of ideas and perspectives to 
our company – a unique source of wisdom and 
strength. Mambuvians are known for their proactive 
mindset, self-motivation, teamwork and their instinct 
for helping other Mambuvians. 

M is for Mambuvian
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Mambu builds composable banks, NOT modular 
banks. Modular banking combines a pre-defined set 
of tech modules to create a complete system. But the 
modules are inflexible and cannot be easily swapped 
out with elements from other suppliers. Modular 
systems normally lock you into a single vendor 
relationship – so you don’t get to choose the best 
piece of technology for each function. 

M is for Modular
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Non-banks, including payments providers and direct 
lenders, usually provide one or more of the same 
services a bank would offer, but without having 
a banking licence and actually being a bank. They use 
some of the same technology that banks do and often 
find the composable banking approach ideal for what 
they need – they just take the bits of the package they 
require to support their service and forget 
about the rest.

N is for Non-bank
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Multichannel banking – web, mobile, call centers 
(even branches) – is old hat. Having multiple channels 
nowadays is a must. But unless you can link them 
together into a single experience for the customer, so 
they can start a process in one channel and finish it in 
another without seeing the join, you have work still to 
do. And unless your technology gives you a single, 
complete view of your relationship with that customer 
(mortgage, loans, current account, savings, 
investments, etc) you’re flying partially blind. 
Welcome to omnichannel banking.

O is for Omnichannel
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In this case, the world’s biggest tech companies. 
Banks have been watching nervously for years as 
these firms start offering their users financial services, 
without setting up as banks. Do they need to? Apple 
Pay, Alipay, Google Pay and Tencent’s WeChat all allow 
their users to make mobile payments. Apple issues 
credit cards, as does Amazon, which also offers loans 
to the merchants that use its marketplace. A lack of 
banking license doesn’t seem to be cramping 
their style. 

P is for Platforms
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Conventional computers have already transformed 
financial services – over the next decade it could be 
the turn of quantum computers. These use the 
principles of quantum mechanics – a highly esoteric 
branch of physics – to solve complex problems far 
faster than classical computers could. Banks such as 
BBVA in Spain have already started investigating how 
to use quantum computing in fields such as 
optimizing investment portfolios, credit scoring 
processes and foreign exchange dealing.

Q is for Quantum Computing
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As the name suggests, this is the highest-risk way to 
modernize a bank’s core systems. Not only can it go 
spectacularly wrong – look up the 2018 disaster at 
TSB in the UK for a prime example – but it relies on a 
single main vendor to execute the entire project. This 
fails to address one of the major problems for 
traditional banks: they cannot work with the best 
specialist supplier for each part of their system. 
That’s one of the big benefits of taking 
the composable approach. 
 

R is for Rip and Replace
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Mainstream banks with inflexible, legacy tech systems 
struggle to keep up with the pace of innovation in their 
market. Their outdated technology means they just 
cannot innovate and release new products fast 
enough. So they often opt to launch a speedboat 
instead. This is a standalone spin-off, built from scratch 
using new technology, which allows them to test new 
approaches and scale quickly once they’ve found a 
formula that works.  

S is for Speedboat
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This is a scary word for banks. It usually means hugely 
expensive projects to rip and replace their outdated 
core banking systems. If things go wrong, the damage 
to their reputation and profitability is huge. But there is 
another way. Instead of a “big bang”, banks can use 
composable technology and cloud hosting to replace 
individual systems one at a time. This allows a gradual, 
low-risk transition to modern technology – with the 
ability to innovate as you go. 

T is for Transformation
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For a mythical animal, there are a lot of unicorns 
around these days. Unicorns are start-ups that have 
achieved a valuation of more than $1 billion, usually in 
a venture capital funding round. There are estimated 
to be around 400 of them worldwide spanning 
multiple industries, with more than 50 in Europe. What 
do they have in common? They use the latest 
technology, which allows them to scale extremely 
fast – hence the humongous price tag. 

U is for Unicorn
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Working on development projects with a single 
technology vendor is what most established banks 
have always done. This is a mistake, because it means 
they must use the products their vendor supplies for 
everything, instead of picking the best specialist 
provider for each part of the project and stitching 
everything together using APIs and webhooks. Vendor 
lock-in is one of the big problems that banks escape 
when they switch to the composable 
approach instead.

V is for Vendor Lock-in
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A webhook is a piece of software that, like an API, 
allows programs to communicate with each other and 
transfer data. However, with APIs, one program 
normally has to “call” the other before it receives a 
response. With webhooks, no call is needed – the 
webhook delivers data to other applications as soon 
as it is available. That’s why webhooks are sometimes 
known as “push APIs”. 

W is for Webhooks
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User experience is the battleground in digital financial 
services. Digitization opens the way to deliver banking 
services better, faster and – importantly for banks – 
cheaper. But the key to creating strong digital brands 
and loyal customers is the user experience. Digital 
banking must be simple and intuitive to use and it 
must look great on-screen. Without an excellent user 
experience that pleases the customer while solving 
their problems painlessly, digital banking won’t fly.

U is for UX
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Building the service around you, the customer, is 
digital banking 1.0 – “customer-centricity” in the 
jargon. The point is that everyone wants to feel they’re 
getting a personalized experience based on their 
individual needs and preferences. Digital banking 
makes this possible because the technology allows 
banks to deliver their services much more flexibly and 
to use data to tailor their offering to each of us. So 
nowadays, banking is all about You.

Y is for You
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Members of Generation Z were born between about 
1995 and 2010, right after the Millennials. Gen Z is “the 
first generation of true digital natives”, according to 
consultants McKinsey. They have never known a world 
without the internet, mobile devices and social 
networks, which has big implications for businesses of 
all sorts, including banks. This is the world companies 
must inhabit if they want to reach “the most diverse, 
best-educated generation in history”, as the Pew 
Research Center in Washington, DC calls them. 

Z is for Gen Z
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